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Abstract 
g the coupling and grouping between the equations. 
Simulating complex systems, e.g., advanced power plants, aerodynamic systems, or the multi-scale design of components, 
requires the linkage of large groups of coupled models. Currently, this is handled manually in systems modeling packages. That 
is, the analyst explicitly defines both the method and solution sequence necessary to couple the models. In small systems of 
models and equations this works well. However, as additional detail is needed across systems and across scales, the number of 
models grows rapidly. This precludes the manual assembly of large systems of federated models, particularly in systems 
composed of ions to sets of models. 
The proposed implementation of the algorithm is demonstrated using a small one-dimensional system of federated models 




Keywords: Tarjan's algorithm; strongly connected components; federated models 
1. Introduction 
There is a need for computational frameworks and systems that enable engineers and others to design, build, and 
deliver engineered products. These integrated computational environments must support a full range of engineering 
tasks including manufacturing, operations, training, and decommissioning. This requires all information, models, 
and other artifacts related to the product to be readily available to allow the virtual product  in the 
same way as the real product. That is, the goal is to create engineering based integrated computational environments 
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that provide experiences similar to working in a massive online game while accurately portraying an engineered 
product. However, the complexity of representing real systems and the challenge of integrating the necessary 
models to support a complete engineering workflow have limited the development of integrated computational 
environments. For example, Andreasen [1] noted that creating a computational environment comprising the many 
aspects needed for design was so inherently difficult that after years of development he and others abandoned the 
effort. One of the significant challenges associated with such an environment is the integration of the large sets of 
heterogeneous models that are needed to accurately represent a complex engineered, human, or natural system [2]. 
Currently, the modeling and design of large complex systems is generally a discontinuous process involving 
multiple unrelated models developed in isolation from one another by specialized domain experts. To overcome the 
discontinuous process, a method for linking large groups of coupled heterogeneous models is needed. 
Many frameworks have been developed to integrate specific model sets to simulate specific systems or designs 
[3,4,5,6]. These frameworks use a communication-oriented approach to model integration but generally lack the 
flexibility and adaptability to integrate new types of models and build new simulations [7]. To provide a more 
general model coupling approach, several tools and frameworks exist that support the integration and assembly of 
multiple models to perform multi-physics and multi-scale simulations. Existing model coupling frameworks and 
tools supporting the general integration of models include the following: 
 MpCCI is a tool suite developed to supply users with a collection of multi-physics interface solutions for the two-
way coupling of high-fidelity mesh-based simulation codes [8,9]. 
 The Model Coupling Toolkit is a set of Fortran 90 modules aimed at providing interoperability among disparate 
computational models that were developed for parallel execution on distributed-memory architectures [10]. 
 SCIRun is a that enables users to connect software 
modules in a visual programming environment to create a high-level workflow for experiments [11,12].  
 VE-Suite is an open source software toolkit developed for virtual engineering  [13].  
In each case there are no tools provided to support the self assembly of the models being integrated. As a result the 
number of models being coupled is limited [14].  
This paper examines  of a system to 
address the necessary process of grouping models and scheduling the information flow within a system of federated 
system of models.  algorithm as a scheduling tool, it is applied to a one-
dimensional system of federated models representing the heat transfer and thermal stress in a convection-cooled gas-
turbine blade with thermal barrier coating. The extended algorithm identifies the system level information flow and 
the appropriate scheduling of model runtimes. 
2. Methods 
Similar to equations, models may be considered as an abstraction of an information entity that, given input 
information, provides a response of output information. Consequently, the flow of information required to solve 
systems of models is similar to that of systems of equations. has been used to block and schedule 
the solution sequence for large systems of equations, reducing the system into an ordered series of smaller equation 
sets that can be solved quickly and more efficiently [15]. Specifically, the algorithm identifies the strongly 
connected components (SCC) of a system represented in a directed graph form in which the components are vertices 
and data exchanges are indicated by directed edges. 
Consider the directed graph shown in Fig. 1(a), which represents a system of six connected components. To 
identify the SCCs of the graph, utilizes a depth-first search, which prohibits backtracking to 
previously visited vertices and ensures the algorithm search is always advanced from the most recently visited 








Fig. 1. (a) A system of six connected components; (b) resulting SCCs of the system 
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from vertex to vertex. As each new vertex is visited, its number is placed on top of a stack referring to an ordered 
list of vertices representing the search path of the algorithm. For example, assume the algorithm is initialized at
vertex 4 of the directed graph in Fig. 1 and follows the path leading to vertex 6 and then to vertex 5. The resultant
stack at this point in the search is, Stack{4, 6, 5}. In addition to being placed on the stack, as each vertex is visited it
vertex, at the top of the stack, is connected. Initially referencing the vertex to which it belongs, the lowlink of a
vertex is only altered if the algorithm discovers an edge leading to a vertex already on the stack and lower on the 
stack than the vertex currently referenced by the lowlink. Again, a lgorithm is initialized at 
vertex 4 and traverses the edge leading to vertex 6. From this vertex, exploring the edge leading back to vertex 4
results in a change of the vertex 6 lowlink to reference vertex 4. The search then continues from vertex 6. Although
the lowlink change signifies both vertices 4 and 6 are components of the same SCC, the search continues until a 
vertex having no unexplored edges, and consequently no valid search path, is discovered. Such a vertex is referred 
to as the root of the current SCC and signifies the final component belonging to the SCC. Alternatively, the vertex
referenced by the lowlink of the root indicates the lowest vertex on the stack that is included in the SCC. As a result, 
the vertex referenced by the lowlink of the root vertex and all vertices above it on the stack are included in the SCC.
If the root lowlink indicates the root vertex itself, the resultant SCC contains only a single component. The vertices
of the SCC are then removed from the stack, and the algorithm continues the search from the vertex now positioned
at the top of the stack. Once all vertices have been explored and grouped into SCCs, the algorithm is terminated.
Figure 1(b) algorithm to the system in Fig. 1(a).
As noted earlier, a system of equations can be represented as a directed graph in which each vertex signifies an 
individual equation, and the directed edges signify a shared variable between two equations. Applying T
algorithm to such a directed graph determines the dependencies, blocking, and solution sequence necessary to solve 
the system. In this way a large sparse equation set can be solved as a schedule dependent system of smaller equation 
sets. For example, the equation set in Table 1 can be represented by the simple directed graph shown in Fig. 2(a). 
Apply (a) yields a simplified graph (Fig. 2(b)) with five groups of equations 
(vertices) that can be executed in four explicit steps.
Computationally, the directed graph of the equation set is represented in matrix-vector form from which a
connection matrix (Fig. 3(a)) can be extracted. m, equivalent to those in Fig. 2(b), are 
Fig. 2. (a) A directed grap
Table 1. System of equations
# Equation
1 a + b = -c
2 b + c = 4 h
3 2b + d = 0
4 c + e = 10 + f
5 d e + 5f = a + 3
6 g = 1
7 3b + c g = -2h
8 h = c + 3
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shown in a simplified connection matrix in Fig. 3(b) indicating the necessary solution sequence. For example, 
variables b, c, and h must be solved simultaneously using equations 2, 7, and 8 in Table 1; however, the solution is 
under-specified without first obtaining the value of g. As a result, g must first be solved for using equation 6 in 
Table 1. Systems composed of multiple models are similar to systems of equations regarding aspects of information 
sharing and the need for simultaneous solution methods to resolve any interdependencies between components. In 
this discussion refers to computational analysis codes, databases, equations, and other sources of 
information that can be integrated and take part in a federated system. The exchange of information between the 
models can be represented as a directed graph or connection matrix similar to those used to represent systems of 
equations. As a result can be extended to automatically assemble large-scale systems of 
federated and heterogeneous models. Although trivial for a small number of models, the manual designation of the 
appropriate information flow in complex computational systems becomes increasingly time consuming and 
impractical as additional simulation detail is needed and the number of models increases. For example, the number 
of possible connections in a directed graph is 
 
Pconnect = n n − 1( ) (1) 
 
where Pconnect  is the number of possible directed edges (data connections) and n  is the number of vertices (models). 
From this it can quickly be seen that with a system of five models there are twenty possible data connections, with a 
system of twenty models there are 380 possible data connections, and with a system with 100 models there are 9900 
possible data connections. 
3. Example 
Gas-turbine blades are exposed to high temperature environments and are prone to thermo-mechanical issues, 
including creep and fatigue. To minimize high temperatures reaching the turbine blade material and to reduce 
thermal oxidation, a thermal barrier coating (TBC) may be applied to the exterior of the blade. TBCs are advanced 
material systems that, applied to a metallic substrate, provide a low thermal conductivity barrier to protect against 
high-temperature oxidation, corrosion, and thermal cycling.  
Figure 4 shows a one-dimensional convection-cooled gas-turbine blade with a thermal barrier coating. The 
system is divided into six domains. The cooling air and hot air temperatures are known and the design goal is to 
minimize the cost while protecting the blade from excess temperatures. As shown in Table 2, the system of models 
includes two convection heat transfer equations (Models 1 and 14); a finite volume solver for the thermal diffusion 
in the turbine blade substrate, the TBC bonding layer, the TBC thermally grown oxide layer, and the TBC ceramic 
coat (Models 3, 6, 9, and 12, respectively); and a finite volume solver for calculating the thermal stress in the turbine 
blade substrate, the TBC bonding layer, TBC thermally grown oxide layer, and the TBC ceramic coat (Models 4, 7, 
10, and 13, respectively). Additionally, the system includes material properties and a simple cost model for 
estimating the material cost of the turbine blade and coating. Figure 5(a) shows an aggregation of the model-to-
model data exchanges required, including the exchange of temperature and heat flux at the interfaces and the 
resulting temperature distribution data that is needed by the thermal stress solvers. As shown, the cost model (15) is 
dependent only on the blade and TBC thickness.  
   
algorithm 
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Applied to an N×
groupings characterized by a shared or simultaneous data interdependence. The algorithm is initialized at an 
arbitrary matrix row (vertex) from which a non-zero element (edge) is randomly selected. The position of the non-
zero element in the nth column of the row indicates an edge leading to the nth row (new vertex) of the matrix. 
Arriving at the new row, the algorithm selects a non-zero element and the process is repeated. The order in which 
the algorithm visits the rows is stored on a stack, and a lowlink is assigned to each row, thus indicating a connection 
to a previously visited row. If a non-zero element within the current row leads to a row already on the stack and is 
lower on the stack than the row referenced by the current lowlink, then the lowlink is adjusted to reflect the 
connection. Regardless of any lowlink change, the algorithm continues the search from the most recently visited row 
with unexplored non-zero elements. A root row is reached when no unexplored non-zero elements remain. Such a 
row signifies the final component of the current SCC and all rows included are removed from the stack and the 
matrix. The algorithm then continues from the row positioned at the top of the stack.  
The identified model groupings require special consideration to resolve information interdependencies. Often, 
implicit solution methods are utilized to resolve inconsistencies between the interdependent models, specifically at 
the shared interfaces separating the models. The order the model groupings are discovered by the algorithm 
represents the necessary model solution sequence, which dictates the uni-directional flow of information between 
the SCC model groups. Applied to a system-level computational connection matrix, equivalent to the directed graph 
in Fig. 5(a)
models included in the one-dimensional gas turbine blade and TBC system. The result of the algorithm, shown in 
Fig. 5(b), includes seven model groups to be executed over three steps. Specifically, the results show the transfer of 
information from the individual material databases (2,5,8,11) to the temperature distribution solvers (3,6,9,12) and 
 
Fig. 4. A one-dimensional steady-state model of heat transfer and thermal stress in a gas turbine blade with a thermal barrier coating 
Table 2. The systems models and data needed to describe the analysis and design of one-dimensional, steady state, convection-cooled gas turbine 
blade with a thermal barrier coating 
Model Description 
1 Convective heat transfer equation for (cooling air) 
2 Nickel superalloy properties database 
3 One-dimensional finite volume code solving the Laplacian temperature distribution in the nickel superalloy substrate  
4 One-dimensional finite volume code solving for thermal stress in the substrate layer  
5 Bonding coat (CoNiCrAlY) material properties database 
6 One-dimensional finite volume code solving the Laplacian temperature distribution in the bonding coat 
7 One-dimensional finite volume code solving for thermal stress in the bond coat  
8 Thermally grown oxide (Al2O3) material properties database 
9 One-dimensional finite volume code solving the Laplacian temperature distribution in the thermally grown oxide layer  
10 One-dimensional finite volume code solving for thermal stress in the bond coat  
11 Ceramic topcoat (ZrO2) material properties database 
12 One-dimensional finite volume code solving the Laplacian temperature distribution in the ceramic topcoat  
13 One-dimensional finite volume code solving for thermal stress in the ceramic topcoat 
14 Convective heat transfer equation (hot air) 
15 Thermal barrier coating material cost model 
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the cold air (1) and hot air (14) boundaries, all of which are included in a single interdependent group due to the 
simultaneous interdependence of the models of the heat flux at shared interfaces. Data regarding the thickness of the 
substrate and TBC layers is then transferred to the cost model (15) while temperature data is transferred to the group 
of thermal stress solvers (4, 7, 10, 13). The stress in each layer is simultaneously dependent on the stress in the 
remaining layers, and consequently requires an implicit method similar to resolving the shear stress at the shared 
interfaces separating the model domains.  
4. Conclusions 
can be used to organize and schedule the flow of information in large federated systems of 
heterogeneous models including analysis codes, reduced order models, and databases. The algorithm eliminates the 
need for analysts to explicitly define an adequate solution sequence regarding the flow of information and model 
runtimes. This is essential as the detail and scope of complex system simulations increases across systems and 
scales, requiring new methods of integrating large numbers of multi-disciplinary models. 
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Fig. 5. (a) A system-level directed graph 
arrows indicate the direction of information flow 
